
Chasing my Y-DNA part 36
When did the Elwald (to Ellot) become of Scotland?

It should be noted that is felt that Elwald worked on the estate of Wake. The 
Baliols, were Normans which own Cavers, and this land of Cavers was 
owned by the Douglas Clan. Not a lot of people feel that an Archibald 
Douglas started the Clan around 1320, which 1324 would be.



The Stuteville, and it is felt the Normans,  the Wakes Saxon, like the Elwald 
name. John Wake of Cottingham in 1312 succeeded brother Thomas.



The Manor of Cottingham was owned by John Wake in 1312, and in 1570 a 
Thomas Elwald was a farmer on the Manor of Cottingham, it is felt that this 
Thomas Elwald was descended from a line of Elwalds which farmed the 
Manor of Cottingham, and some when to land of the Wake at Liddell 
Strength/The Mote/Kirkandrews. When the land was taken by Robert de 
Bruce and passed on to Andrew Douglas, that is when the Elwald on the land 
became a Scottish Clan.



William Douglas of Cavers, which a William and Robert Elwald, and the 
Gladstanis name. Above shows and indicative direction of the Elwald by the 
end of the fifteenth century. The name Archibald came from the Douglas 
family and was used by the Elwald which became Ellot in the sixteenth 
century.

When the land the Elwald were on, of Kirkandrews 
of the English Wake family became of the Scottish 
Douglas, family, there began a separation of people 
of two nations England and Scotland.

When my Y-DNA crossed the border and was segregated from its place of it's beginning 
on the English Isle of East Riding, Yorkershire, the surname over the time it was in 
Scotland, form ca 1320 (Abroath) to ca 1610 (Union of the Crowns), about three 
centuries the Y-DNA which was at first likely a large part of the beginning Elwald name 
became a small part of the Ellot name which changed from Elwald to Ellot at about the 
time of the Reformation.
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